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Explosions Rock Holden; Students Confounded Peace Corp
Director
Applauds
this
Generation
the blasts, many student were affected by the explosions.
One such student is Jason Nappier
'99, who was studying around 1:10
A.M on the 9th. "At first," said
Nappier, I thought it was coming
from my stereo." He discounted that

AARON RUPERT

"Two homemade explosive devices" rocked Holden Hal Hast week

according to a new campus alert On
April 8th and 9th in the early hours
of the morning explosive devices
were set off at two different locations outside Holden. The first explosion occurred on the Holden quad
and the second blast came from the
sidewalk directly across from the

explanation when "the window

shook."
According to the campus alert,
"each device was composed of a
plastic bottle consealed two-littaining substances which created a
chemical reaction." James could not
further expand on this description,
stating "we don't know what chemical were used for sure." It was stated
by the alert that "such explosions
are potentially dangerous and can
result in physical harm if one is
er

northeast exit of Holden, near
Lowry. According to Keith James,

Director of Security, "we haven't
had an information on anyone who
may have placed those devices."
James then continued by saying,
"but we Security encourage anyone who has any information that it
be shared with us."
While there were no injuries from

present at the time of the explosion." The instructions for such a

"It sounded like a gunshot," said
Snyder, who immediately looked
out the window to find the source of
the noise. "I saw this thing smoking
in the quad," said Snyder, who then
called security and later helped in
questioning residents about whether
they saw the responsible party.
Resident Assistant Matt May '96
stated that the second explosion
sounded like "one of those really
big firecrackers, the ones that sound
like a loud thudding boom. ..that just
reverberate, it was like a small one
of those."
"You couldn't localize where it

device can be a mouse click away,
as information about such devices
can be found on the Internet
"Have you ever seen MacGyver?"
continued James, "it's like those
devices."
According to fliers mat have gone
up around Holden, the explosive

devices can sometimes be most dangerous to their creators. According
to a news article reproduced on the
filer, one such young explosives
expert seriously injured himself trying to construct a similar bomb.
"Depending on if you are using
more than the required amout of
chemicals," said James, "it makes it
a Utile more dangerous."
Renee Snyder '96, an assistant
resident director in Holden, was
watching a movie in a friend's room
when the explosion took place.

was coming from," said Andi
Reinhart '96, who is a the second
assistant RD in Holden, "because at
first I though it was just on the
men's floor above me and then I
thought it was outside."

NICOLE COWARD
"This is some of our best foreign
policy," said Mark Gearan, the director of the Peace Corps, on Thursday afternoon in his talk, "The Peace
Corps Today." The Peace Corps is
celebrating its 35th year in existence, and Gearan said he had come
to convince more students at the
College of Wooster to consider the
humanitarian organization.
"Historically, Wooster has had
quitea few Peace Corps volunteers,"
said Gearan, "but that is not the case
in recent years." There are 7,000
volunteers around the world in 94
countries, said Gearan, which is an
high for the Peace Corps.
This statistic certainly proves the
Mea of 'Generation Xofagroup of
people who have no maturity or
sense of responsibility, completely
untrue. We have many more applications than positions to fill."
Gearan noted six of the main
works that volunteers do overseas:
teaching, health care, agriculture
Canning, environmental work, economic development and HTVAIDS
education and prevention. "We have
people teaching students or teachers. We have nurses, health educators, and hygienists. We have people
helping farming families improve
on the farming techniques that they
have. We have a very large environmental work force, and it's one of
18-ye-

.
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Peace Corps. We have people helping communities help themselves
through greater economic development HTVAIDS education is something important that we're doing all
around the world that, of course, 35
said
years ago was
Gearan.
The Peace Corps is also working
in countries that were not worked in
35 years ago, such as the countries
non-existen- t,"

photo by ERIC BAKKEN
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AIDS Quilt makes its
stop in Wooster

Fiery dance concert
on through Saturday

Lacrosse: Ladies'
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Hales and Snyder Discuss IFC Seat

News Briefs

IGC elections and security also brought up in Council

CAMPUS

Pueblo de Esperanza (Community of Hope), a new student group at the
College of Wooster, is helping to sponsor a Solidarity Dinner on Friday
April 26, 1996, from 5:30 to 830 PM. The purpose of the dinner is to raise
awareness of the cultures and current social realities of Latin America. The
dinner takes place in Mac key HaH in the Westminster Church House. The
meal of authentic Central American food will be served continuously from
5:30 PM to 8:30 PM. This dinner is free and donations, which will benefit
a new clinic in San Salvador. EI Salvador, are welcome. Information about
this clinic and other programs, activities, and experiences concerning Latin
America will be highlighted. Salvadoran coffee. Guatemalan weavings,
and other Latin American products will be for sale.

HILARY TEYNOR
Committee reports and Renee
Snyder's conversation with Stan
Hales about the new Interfaith Council seat were the highlights of this
week's meeting. Also, Jim Morse
'97 gave the results of IGC's elec-

tions this past weekend. Jane

Dearwester '97 and Morse will serve
and the new representative to Campus Council will be
Bill Hubbard '97.
Andrew Weaver "97 informed
Council of the SGA senate's vote of
no confidence for SGA President
Emily Durham '96, emphasizing the
fact that. The senate stands by then-votand continues lo stand by their
vote." He also cited incidents of harassment that senators involved in the
Durham discussion have endured.

as

April 21 st through 26th is S ADD week. Monday will officially start SADD
week with "Driver Awareness Day" when red ribbons with information
will be tied on antennas of cars around campus. At 8:00 PM in Luce Formal
Lounge on Tuesday there will be a Victim Impact Panel from MADD in
Medina talking about the affects of drunk driving on their hves. Wednesday
is Ghost day, when 63 COW students will represent the silence brought K) the
by drunk driving. There will be an open
world with the deaths daily
discussion in Wagner Hall at 7:00 PM on Thursday. Friday will close SADD
week wuh an All- - Campus Party in the Andrews Basement from 10 PM- - 1.

nwd

JERUSALEM: Israel and the United States awaited a response to their
proposals from Syria today, as they believe such an agreement is
the key to ending the latest flare-u- p in the II year conflict between Israel
and r"iiiffi"t Islamic guerrillas in southern Lebanon.

Later in the meeting Donnell
Wyche '97 asked if Council had
taken any action for Durham's alleged charges at Mom's Trucks top,
and John Plummer of the Treasury
office responded, "SGA caught it
provided documentation. As far as
I'm concerned, it's an SGA internal

cease-fir- e

--

J

RUSSIA: President Boris Yeltsin campaigned on Thursday, promising to
crush the "terrorism'' in Chechnya with a mix of force and negotiation.
Yeltsin, agreeing with many observers of the upcoming Russian election,
has stated that the Chechnyan campaign may cost him the election and bring
in more reactionary elements into power.

example.
Gearan said that the Corps is looking at what they can do in "crisis

work." "We're starting a 'Crisis
Corps within the Peace Corps to
respond to areas that are in crisis.
Some of that is humanitarian, and
others are natural disaster rebuilding." Gearan also mentioned that
the Corps is starting to work with
countries that are interested in
starting their own Peace Corps.
"In my view, it would be the ultimate legacy of the Peace Corps,"
said Gearan. He noted that the or

living.

"This is some of our best foreign
policy, to promote peace, friendship, and understanding," said
Gearan. To talk to Peace Corps renumber:
cruiters, call this toll-free

1-80O42-

that make up what used to be the
Soviet Union and countries in eastern European, according to Gearan.
"We're going to new countries as
well," said Gearan. "We're returning lo Haiti this month, for instance.
We've been out for five years, but
now we're returning. We're also
going to South Africa for the first
time ever. We're looking at what we
can do in Cambodia and Jordan, as
welL" Gearan said that the main
condition for sending volunteers to
countries is that they have to be
"safe." "We won't be sending anyone to Bosnia," said Gearan as an

but

4-8580.

forth-comi-

ng

Cleveland became a city in the

The past and future of Cleveland
was the topic of a lecture given by
Dr. Anthony Oram on Tuesday
night In it Dr. Oram, bead of the
Sociology department at the University of IDinou at Chicago, gave a
chronological overview of the city

ganization does not work "govern-

government,

Wyche informed Council of issues that his constituents have been
bringing to bis attention, such as
more access to academic buildings
with the possibility of installing card
swipe systems for late night entry.
Someone also asked him to suggest
smokimplementing a campus-wid- e
ing ban. Wyche had Council vote on
Kappa Chi'scharirr, which was unanimously approved. His committee has
been working on a guideline for charters. "There will be a document
next week," said Wyche.

830s when the Ohio and Erie Canal
was built through the city. The two
small towns on either side of the
1

Peace Corp
grassroots people to people. We
go where we are asked and needed."
In addition, he stressed that the Peace
Corps is a governmental program
that is completely mdependent of
other organizations, such as the CIA.
"That is for security reasons," he
said. "We need the countries we
visit to have complete confidence in
our motives."
The only two prerequisites for
being a Peace Corps volunteer, said
Gearan, are to be 18 years old and a
U.S. citizen. Beyond that, he said,
"Genuine commitment to international service is a must. Language
skills are helpful, though not required, and previous volunteer work
is also helpfuL"
Those selected to go somewhere
overseas spend their first eight lo 12
weeks in training in the country of
their service. They also receive a
monthly stipend to cover the cost of

also reminded Council that any
member could stop by the Campus
Council office and peruse the budget requests for this year.

JAMES KOLLER

compiled by AARON RUPERT with the help of The New York Times

to

Plummer's report for the budget

committee, he said that the committee has interviewed all the groups
that applied for funding. According
to Plummer, the budget should be
done by the next Campus Council
meeting this coming Tuesday. He

Chair Renee Snyder '96 talked
about her meeting with President
Stan Hales in which she thanked
him for increasing the budget and
exchanged ideas about Council's
accomplishments this year. According to Snyder, Hales praised the
entire charter committee for the creation and refinement of the "Registering a StudentOrganization" document. He also supported the creation of the Committee for Social
Organizations.
Hales, however, has a memorandum forthcoming about Council's
decision to add an Interfaith Council seat. Snyder said that in her conversation with Hales be expressed
some reservations about the addition, calling it a "bit premature."
They also talked about the fact that
IPC is not a chartered organization,
the relationship of Campus
Council's size to its efficiency, and
membership criteria.
If Hales' memo does not reach
Council by the end of this year, the
IPC seat with be the one of the first
d
big issues tackled by the
Council members.
newly-electe-

Prospects are gloomy, but he's still optimistic

WASHINGTON: Speaker Newt Gingrich told House Republicans today
that they should prepare themselves face a vote on the issue of raising the
minimum wage. Leaders of both parties agree that the motion will pass if
it comes to the floor. A current bill in the House would raise the minimum
wage from $4.25 to $5.25 over 15 months.

ment

matter." Observer Ben Wachs asked
what the totals of the charges were,
and Weaver answered, "SGA has
sealed that information." Plummer
added, "It's not humongous." In

Prof Dissects Cleveland's History

NATIONAL
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of Cleveland, detailing its New England founding, rise to prominence
during the late 19th century, and its
slide during the past fifty years.
Oram concluded by listing some
fundamental principles that Cleveland (and all large industrial cities
like Cleveland) must adopt to rebuild the city.

--

Dr. Stephen Godek

of Wooster

introduced Oram on behalf of the
Urban Studies department. Godek,
chair of the Urban Studies department
later described the
department's role in sponsoring the
lecture. According to Godek, "Dr.
Oram's lecture was the fifth annual
Raymond R. Day Memorial Lecture. Ray Day started the Urban
Studies program at Wooster and
we've set up the lecture and a student award named in honor of his
contributions to the program and the

College."
Oram outlined Cleveland's beginning as a humble one. Founded
in 1794 by the Connecticut Land
Company, Cleveland was a replica
of the New England villages from
which the founders came. The city
got its name from the head of the
company Moses Cleveland.

canal, Cleveland and Ohio City,
merged to create a city specializing
in trade and commerce.
The Industrial Revolution was to
transform Cleveland into a bustling
metropolitan area over then next
three decades. Oram described the
effect of the Industrial Revolution
as making Cleveland, "the prototype of the industrial city in the late
19th century" As a result of both
industrialization and immigration
from Europe, Cleveland's population swelled from 43.000 in 1860 to
382.000 in 1900. Cleveland was the
sixth largest city in the United States
at the beginning of the twentieth
century.
Neither John D. Rockefeller's
petroleum products nor industry's
steel products had the greatest impact on Cleveland at this time, according Oram. Oram stated that, "it
was the social products that would
perhaps become the most lasting."
With the influx of immigrants, there
developed a new order of social
classes. By 1910. over half the male
population of Cleveland was working in industry related jobs. Euclid
Avenue became one of the most
affluent streets in America, with
mansion after mansion grazing the
landscape. Oram showed an extensive slide show of the different architectures that made it home to
some of the wealthiest people in the

nation.
Despite the fact that Cleveland
was not bit as hard as some cities
during the Great Depression and an
. industrial boom followed with the
advent of World War n. the city
began to slip from its perch as a
leading city of the US. In the city
itself the population dipped from
915,000 in 1950 to400,000 in 1990.
Oram cited the expansion of suburbs as a primary cause for the decline. The expressway system of
the 1950s gave many wealthier
Clevelanders the means to distance
themselves from the center of the
city. These people left, said Oram,
" for fresh air and green grass."
These suburbs became politically
powerful and led to the entrapment
of the city. Strangled to the north
and west by Lake Erie, the only
directions left for city expansion
were south and east. The inhabitants of the suburbs refused to be
annexed and the city 's growth ended.
Also, many of the wealthy property
owners began lo leave Cleveland.
Rockefeller learned that there was
more money to be made in such

tines as New York and

Philadel-

phia, and other industrialists began
to follow.
Despite the gloomy prospects of
Cleveland, Oram remains optimistic. The Cleveland Tomorrow
Group, comprised of fifty business
leaders in Cleveland, has succeeded
in bringing the Rock & Roll Hall of

please see CLEVELAND, page 3
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Student Publication Editors Appointed
KOK MAN GOH
The Publications Committee over
the course of the week announced
its decisions on the editorships of
the Voice, Goliard, and Index. The
names of next year's Voice aaA Index editors were released last Friday, whereas the application for
Gofiorrfcditorshrp was decided only
yesterday as one applicant is currently
Kristen Demaline, named as editor of the Voice, is a sophomore
English and Women's Studies major who has spent the last two years
working on the newspaper. She is
currently chief staff writer.
"I want to make the Voice a forum
for more campus discussion,'' she
stated, when asked for an overlying
objecavecfhermwnirrntrditfirshirx
She feds that the newspaper is not
attaining its full potential in regards
to student readership and involvement. "One of my concerns about
the Voice is I mink it speaks to a
narrow audience of students. I think
we can alleviate that by expanding
our coverage.
Demaline agreed that a campus
newspaper does not have it within
its capacity to deal accurately and
sufficiently with many largerissues,
natM1"' and mternationaL "Obviously we cannot go to the scene,"
off-camp-

us.

she said, "Certainly in the editorial
section mere's room for issues as
they aff ect our campus. think it has
to be directed that way."
She will, however, attempt to initiate a relationship of sorts between
the Voice and newspapers from
neighboring schools, in particular
Kenyon and Denison. "I do want to
see a focus on larger issues that
affect colleges across the country,
campus issues such as drugs, security issues, diversity issues..."
Demaline has already spoken to
many who are interested in working
for the paper next year. She would
like as many applications for editorial positions as possible, as "Quality has to start from the top," and is
looking forward to a staff from a
more diverse campus background.
Demaline would like the Voice tobe
"sorneming mat people read every
week, that's important for people to
read."
Kate Youther,an English and Stn-d- io
Art double major, will edit the
Goliard arts and literature magazine next year. On the suggestion
that her academic background leads
naturally to this position, Youther
declined such distmction, merely
stating that it would be "another
learning experience."
When asked to state her primary
goals. Youther Wurted, "I want sub

missions!" She went on to qualify
that, stating that she wanted to start
early on publicity and canvassing
for submissions. "My vision," she

went on to clarify, "is to create a
unified visual and literary portfolio."
Asked whether and how she
beliefs that
literary
solely
a
is
Goliard
the
stated that she will continue the work of previous staffs to
acctntnaw-- the artistic facet of the
magazine. "In any casej visual
images," she continued, "can function as a kind of literature."
Youther does not know as yet
what changes she will implement
next year. "It's going to depend on
the quality of work we get," she
said. Youther stressed that her main
responsibility, at least initially,
wcnldbemorgani7arion,both within
her staff and of literary events on
campus. She would like to create a
"literary community."
Nicole Dodds '99 and Cameron
Flint 97 were appointed as
Index. Dodds is as
well coeditor for this year's year-boo-k,
having stepped in last semester. She affirmed that a second opportunity at the helm would allow
ber to carry out many changes and
improvements based on her current
in-tendedtodispd-

frequem

jour-iiaUYo-

coedi-torstonextye-

un

--

Awareness

"A very important aspect of the
yearbook is its future purpose as a
memory book'," Dodds said. She
would like to stress this point to
students of all class years, to provide a way for them to reflect on
their year.
Dodds stated that she will attempt
to produce "more of a collegiate
book, rather than what's been more
of a high school book... more photos, fewer captions... I'd like to see
students contributions, if possible."
On her plans for next year, Dodds
will continue the work she has
already done, specifically stating
that "More forethought and organization will dictate what the final
product will be." She is enthusiastic about working with Flint, of
whom she said, "He is a very good
leader with leadership and yearbook experience. He's very well
organized."
Denise Monbarren, publications
committee chair, rornmertded all the
applicants involved. Tbey
were"ex-ceOettcandidatesandwehads-

ome

ar's

fliffyph decisions to make." She
noted that increased visibility of the
respective publications was a common desire amongst them. "I am
confident," she continued, "that the
new editors will meet thechallenges
of their positions with great

observations.

Cleveland Gender and Philosophy in Rape
continued from page 2
Fame to the city and opened a new
baseball park Qacobs Field) and theater for the arts (Cleveland Playhouse). Oram outlined several fundamental improvements that must
take place for the city to regain its
luster, including looking for local
solutions to local problems, citizens
to cooperating in searching for answers, realizing mat private enterprise cannot solve the city's problems alone, developing metropolitan wide efforts to solve community
problems and helping the poor in me
city. Also, the city must refocus on
the future. No longer does the future

lie m industry alone. "Information,''
stated Oram, "is to the growth of
otfier(ies as irickistry was the Cleveland of yesterday." Success stories of
the 80s and 90s must serve as role
models for the Cleveland of tomorrow. Tt can db so by attracting and
fostering an information industry."

SMTTHVILLE
MINI-STORAG-

E

Commercial - Residential
7 day, 24 Hour Access
Easy Access - Monthly Rates
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Legal Lecture Series discusses courtroom issues
ILANA BROWNSTETN
Students and faculty gathered

judged from the man's perspective.
Many of these critics ask that me

standards of the

Reasonable

Woman" be employed instead,
meaning that the actions of the victim and perpetrator be judged in
relation to what a "normal" reasonable woman would have done in
said situation. Other critics have
said mat what is needed are gender
the
philosophy department and
standards by which tojudge
neutral
department.
studies
women's
Hubin and Cordrick
cases.
rape
jointly
was
which
lecture,
The
presented, was focused around the asserted that none of the afore mentioned options are without problems
standards that we as a society emwith gender biases in the
associated
which
cases
rape
ploy forjudging
Instead, they offer, in
courtroom.
DiaL
brought
to
are
these cases the actions of the victim
Currently, the actions of the victims and perpetrators in such cases and the perpetrator should only be
arejudged based on the standards of judged by what it is reasonable to
ask that particular person to have
the "Reasonable Man", the "Readone in that particular situation. This
sonable Woman", or the "Reasong
able Person". Cordrick and Hubin would allow for less misunderstand-inand
differences
gender
on
inbased
are
standards
asserted that these
biases, which often lead to poor judgsufficient for making such judgment of the case by me court
ments.
Cordrick and Hubin also spoke on
In her portion of the lecture,
ideas of a mens rea, or a guilty
use
the
often
Cordrick stated that courts
mind,
on the part of the perpetrator
for
standards
Man"
"Reasonable
judging cases, meaning that what being necessary in defining rape. In
the court expects the victim or per- connection with this, they spoke of
the possibility of defining gradapetrator to havedone in the situation
reasontions of rape, including a category
whata"nonnal"
on
is based
Femiof reckless rape without the intent of
have
done.
would
male
able
nist critics say thatmis makes iteasy harm. Much of the lecture was illusfor rapists tobe judged innocent due trated by actual and hypothetical
to the fact that the event is being cases which brought inherent prob
Thursday rnorning in Scovd 105 to
bear the lecture given by Donald
Hubin and Karen Cordrick titled
"Rape and the Reasonable Man".
The lecture, first in the Legal Lecby the
ture Series, was
co-sponso- red

lems in judgment calls to lighL Both
Cordrick and Hubin addressed complicated questions from the audience at the close of the lecture. Many
students were concerned with bow
these "standards" had been arrived
at, the inability to define both standards and rape itself, and the implications on cases involving homosexual rape.
Hubin is a professor of Philosophy at Ohio State University; he has
been at OSU since 1977 and received his masters and doctorate
degrees from the University of Arizona. His areas of special interest
include environmental ethics, ethics of law, and sociopolitical philosophy. The recipient of an $80,000
grant from the National Science
Foundation, he has authored numerous scholarly articles and papers.
Cordrick, a graduate of the College, is currently in her third year as
a graduate student working on her
doctorate ofPhilosophy at Ohio S tate
University. She received her masters from OSU this past June. She
teaches introductory classes in philosophy and logic. Her areas of
special interest include the philosophy of science and the study of
epis-temolo-

gy.

compiled with some htformation
from News Services

and Fun
for Earth
Week
HILARY TEYNOR
"We're hoping that the campus
gets involved as much as possible,''
said Elizabeth Dooher '97, coordinator of this year's Earth Week activities. The activities begin this
Saturday with a march for parks.
The march will leave Lowry at
1&00 AM and end up at Spangler
Park where the walkers, who have
petitioned sponsors, will enjoy a
picnic lunch and a talk by Henry
Kreuzman of the philosophy department. He will be speaking
about what constitutes a good environmentalist and a bad environmentalist
Saturday evening will feature two
speakers and two bands.
Jason Tockman from the Buckeye Forest Council will give a presentation on forest preservation
and Ann Sardelis will speak about
the dangers of dioxins. The local
band Gay Topaz and Flying Blind
from Dayton, Ohio will be performing.
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday will be devoted to the dissemination of environmental informs
tion via the tables in Lowry lobby.
Each day students will be focusing
on a local issue and an international
environmental issue.
According to Dooher, they are

going to attempt to secure the use
of a computer so that people can
organizations that they support or oppose "so that we save
e-m-

ail

paper.''

Nathaniel Hitt '96 will be singing
environmental songs Monday night
at 7:30 PM at the Shack; Tuesday
Interfaith Council is holding a discussion in Babcock lounge about

faith and the environment; and
Wednesday the improvisations!
comedy group Don't Throw Shoes
will be presenting a show with an
environmental theme.

The Student Activities Board is
also sponsoring an environmental
lecture magic show by Steve
Trash in Mateer at 7:00 PM on
Thursday.
Dooher hopes that the events of
Earth Week will, first and foremost, make people aware of little
things that they can do to preserve
the environment that add up to a
lot. She emphasized that the success of Earth Week hinges on student participation, and considering the breadth of activities, there
should be something for everyone. "Hopefully it will be fun,"
said Dooher.
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Insight
Wooster
A New Vote of
No-Confide- nce

in SGA president Emily Durtam was
Last week's vote of
not as controversial as it should have been. The SGA's hasty decision 10
their decision
voteonqaestkxuthatbadyettobeioxliedfuUywssaneiTOr,
The undent
diytfwM,fainMrview,nnrrtiiral.
tosealthermyttaoftftf
think
really
about such
officials
its
elected
what
10
know
body has a right
an important decision; whatever needs 10 be said must be a matter of public
record, and the "gag rule" decision is only a shield to allow SGA senators
decision 1 on questionable information and personal bias. It is
to
possible the SGA senators might have really voted no confidence in
Durham because they don't like her hair, and then issued a statement with
other reasons: weH never know.
It doesn't help that the charges are so shoddy. The first item that the SGA
senate claims justifies their vote is the fact that the SGA budget was late.
Here we have a conflict of stories: Treasurer Matt Queen claims that
Durham told him that she wanted to "handle the budget herself." while
Durham states that she only asked to go over it with Queen at a later date.
Regardless, while Durham was in Missouri, a budget was not turned in on
time a fact which several SGA Senators were aware of BEFORE the
deadline came. If Durham, who called from Missouri minutes after the
(WHiirv to notify the College's Treasurer that she would try and fax a
budget was remiss in her duty, what about those Senators who stood by and
did nothing? Why has the Senate chosen to condemn Durham, but not (so
far as we know) even investigate Queen for negligence? Is not his job
description to get a budget in, under any circumstances?
The second charge, illegitimate spending of SGA money at Mom's Truck
Stop, is even more ludicrous. To begin with, SGA will not even release the
amount of the charges, and accounts vary anywhere from the piddly amount
of S 13 to a fairly unimpressive $40. Durham has stated that these charges
were legitimate, as she was working on SGA business at the time, and that
in any case she intended to pay them back at the end of the year. Given the
small amount spent over an entire year, there is no reason to disbelieve her.
More importantly, however, is the fact that the spending habits of past
SGA presidents are far more suspect than Durham's. Last year's president
while the Senate yawned. He also spent large
spent overS 100 at Mom's,
-amounts of money on educational leadership tapes" with titles like
"Meetings: All Right or Awry," and "The Secretary in Action." In all, he
spent over a thousand dollars of SGA's money without the Senate's approval.
Durham decided to get some food while working on SGA matters, which she
has spent more time on during the week than required by her weekrneetings,
which is more that can be said for the majority of the SGA Senators.
For these reasons, we, the Editorial Board of The Wooster Voice, vote
in the SGA Senate.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
no-confide- nce
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Letters
1 Hate Them All"

Dear Voice,
Last week's issue had a number of
very interesting articles in it. It was
certainly worth reading. One of the
general themes I picked up, though,
was that of diversity. It seemed as
though diversity was en everybody's
mind last week, and that if we didn't
have it, the world was going to end.
Well, I'm sorry, but I am going to
have to argue that the world would
be just fine withcutalot ofdiversity.
Please don't misunderstand me
here. I think that we are very

Day is next week. People know how
I feel about the environment and its
rampant supporters, but I still respect them as people no matter what
you may say. Iamgladthatthereare
so many groups floating around willing to share their ideas with others.
What really bothers me is people
who want to force diversity down
people's throats. Andre Parker was
a guest columnist for the voice last
week and wrote an article about
minority persecution. Although I
agree with him on many points. I

such a wonderful school (despite
bureaucracies
the power-hungr- y
such as Campus Council and the
administration). Any week of the
year there is something going on
that wifl Ttfoaden your horizon" or
"make yon more
There are many cultures, races, and
religions represented by the population of the student body. For example, India week was last week.
Anybody who was interested could
attend the activities and learn more
about the people and culture. Earth

administration's job to decide upon
what diversity is and how to "diver-tify- "
everyone before they walk
across the steps of Kauke at graduation. The admiru'stration is supposed to fowhtt UU
negative mflnenrrs from finding
tbeirway to the sidewalks and buildings of this campus. We have seen
them actually working at this in the
past year alooe. The same things
that Dre stated in his article about
the rejected President and chartered
houses are perfect examples. I never

fortu-riatetoriaveancpportumtyto-

arand

opea-minde- d."

CoUeaaDaaa
Mefhaa Gray. Waada Bittar. Oay
Daetwyler. Vfaftafa tfaahan. Matthew
Neety .Christopher Dartanan. Sandy Kaaera
indicate a number of the editorial board
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don't think that it is the

doing-preve-

nt

thought I would say this, but I am
actually grateful for some of the
stances that the administration has
taken on these issues and others this
year atone.' (Thank God for President Hales! !!)
Diversity cannot be mandated. If
it was. I sure as bell wouldn't be
here. I encourage every group and
person on this campus to think about
all of the mandatory forms of diver"enlighten-ment"her- e.
sification and
(Le. distribution courses
and freshman seminar- - even the
whole PC BS can be looked at as a
form of it) I hate them alL If I want
diversity, I will go find it. I don't
like being told that I am required to
do aorrtething when I don't even
want to. Iamno worse off than the
so-call- ed

most

open-mind- ed

and diversified

person on this campus. life is about
two things: love and money. Diver-sk- y

doesn't make yon fall in love

and it certainly doesn't make you
any money.

Dave Laster "97

Of "Townies" and Students
not include it in this week's issue
because it is unsigned, but I am
grammar choosing to respond to it anyway
Meghan Gray errors this because I feel that the issues itraises,
evening despite the writer's lack of confidence in his or her identity, need to
when I found, not what I was looking for, but perhaps something I be addressed.
Let me start by explaining that
needed. I have here beside me a
letter which is signed "a concerned this afternoon I was sitting in my
'townie'," evidently written by Anthropology class when I heard
someone answer a question about,
someone who was not concerned
enough to put their name to the dreams with a snide remark about
letter. The Viewpoints editor will". wanting to get their CED., This
I was sifting through a pile of
documents in search of more ghastly

remark was obviously intended as a
joke, but I must say that I was very
angry to bear such an insensitive
remark in a College ofWooster classroom. The reason I was so unsettled
by this lies in the fact that I know
people for whom getting a GED is a
nearly impossible dream. These
people are no less real because they
are not sitting in a classroom at the
College of Wooster, and the sad

Cohti nutd on next page
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Wooster EifeMtfre Fun than Netscape

TOWNTES

continued from page 4
facts of their lives are not funny. Some of
them, in fact, are 'townies. Some are also, as
it happens, my friends.
Manypeople here at the College OfWooster
seem to forget that diversity is not merely an
academic issue to be debated by members of
the privileged class. If we consider diversity
to be an ideal, then we must endeavor to live
up to thai ideal in all respects. Not everyone
in the United States has the opportunity to go
to college, and I think that College of Wooster
students need to pay some attention to the fact
that the lack of a higher education does not
invalidate their perspective.
However, I also feel that I must point out to
this concerned Wooster resident that College
of Wooster students arenof welcomed by this
town with open arms. We are, in fact, regularly attacked, harassed, and ridiculed by
members of the Wooster community. If'does
not surprise me that mentions of community
members in the Voice are usually derogatory,
since this is the extent of the relationship roost
College of Wooster students have with the
residents of the community. It is impossible
to group all 1 300 students of mis college into
a single group, and it is unfair to assume that
we all have the same attitude. It is also unfair
to claim the 'respect due a host' when, firstly.
College of Wooster students are paying
'guests' (and occasionally residents) of this
community, and, secondly, 'host' behavior is
defined as born bonking, obscenity scream-inand beer bottle tjirowing by the community at large. Treated mis way, wouldn't
anyone feel animosity?
My response to our friend the "concerned
townie is that the reason 'many residents of
Wooster don't like the students of this college has nothing to do with our attitude, but
rather has everything to do with our position
as 'privileged outsiders. As a member of the
Wooster community, I have seen that the
perception exists that the students of the College are all a bunch of snooty rich people's
children or that we are each somehow a part of
a group mind which thrives only on disrupting
the town traffic patterns every day at ten
minutes to the hour.
College of Wooster students are not a homogenous group. We come from different
backgrounds, different places, and have different ideas. Some of us even live in the City
of Wooster. We are not guests here, and we
pay dearly for the privilege of our often brief
residence in this city in many ways. Not only
do College of Wooster students spend phenomenal amounts of money at local businesses, but many of our organisations commit
themselves to service projects benefiting the
community every year.
College of Wooster students concerned
about diversity need to realize that diversity
doesn't end at the campus boundary. We need
to keep in mind that there are groups in this
country who are not represented on this campus. We also need, in many ways, to personally involve ourselves in the community at
large in order to see how it differs from where
we grew up and to gain as much as we can
from our years here. The residents of the
Wooster community must also learn to realize
that the line dividing "us" and them" is a
dotted line that is more often undergoing a
redefinition than it is imposing a division.
g,

Meghan Cray is a production assistant
for the Voice

The Netscape employees homepages have
a distinct subtext: it's as if they attempt to
prove to the world, with words, pictures, and
stories, that, yes, they have a life. It's as self- -

Benjamin Bayer
I've ever heard ofusing a homepage to
prove you have a life is like using Betty
Crocker cake mix to prove you can bake. If
you really could bake, you wouldn't be using
Betty Crocker.
high
But before I got on my
horse (a rare Arabian breed, by the way), I
cogitated on what College of Wooster students have to show for ourselves, in the
department. This gave me pause. In
fact, we aren't much different than the android Microserfs (awesome book by Douglas
Coupland, by the way) of Netscape. We run
around worrying about classes, to the exclusion of just about everything else. Netscape
employees run around worrying about code to
the exclusion of just about everything else.
There are more similaritiesbetween the amusing nerds at Netscape, Inc. (who brag about
their 120 hour work weeks) and College of
Wooster students (who sleep about as much as
bats) than one might expect.
I'll just jump to the conclusions. First,
maybe the concept of "having a life is the
privilege of past industrial age workers, and
bears no relevance to today's information
economy. Boy, mat sucks.
Second, if having a life in the traditional
sense is becoming an obsolete concept in the
new information economy, at least the
ispreparing us for it Wooster
self-righteo-

us

hav-ing-a-l- ife

Col-kgeofWoo-

ster

is nicer than Netscape they sugar coaf-Sg- s
enough that it seems like we actually have
lives here.
Third, Wooster is simultaneously forward
thinking and retroactive in its emphasis on
liberal-arts- y
extracurricular things such as
basketball, swimming, band. Siblings Weekend, and the Wooster Forum. At schools
careerism- - dominates,
where Netscape-lik- e
and "taking courses" usurps "getting an education,'' students get what they ask for
grades, smarts, and no life. Wooster takes a
more enlightened approach, although it is
hard sometimes, in struggling to integrate the
whole person (what, you means students actually need leisure time?) with a challenging
courseload. Wooster' s philosophy is different than the philosophy of other schools and
businesses, in that "having a life" is in
Wooster's agenda for every student, instead
of being lightly abandoned in favor of
careerism and intense competitiveness. It's
the difference between "taking courses" and
"being educated."
On the bottom of my web pages, when they
are complete, I feel compelled to place this
disclaimer: "Ifyou are reading this, ya probably spemlatad too much time surfing. Go for
a swim! Go play frisbee! Shoo!"
That said, there are numerous opportunities
to have a life here at Wooster, if you can
motivate yourself. I know, apathy usually
cooks my ambitions to a soggy pulp, too,
similar to those hydroponically-gestate- d
Lowry spaghetti noodles. Realh.thoughjust
recognizing that there is more to life than the
next Organic test is half the battle. Stress

relief follows from recognizing the stupidity
of stress in the first place. Frisbee, softball,
and beer are just a few of the possibilities.
Perhaps a new paradigm has dawned and
we are all in deep denial. Face it the economy
sucks, and those who are lucky enough to
have a good, professional job are likely to be
a tad neurotic about protecting it. A particular
line of reasoning says that if a good job means
you work 120 hours a week, then you do iL
OK, metaphor time again jobs are like
grades; its bad to get too wrapped up in them.
Wooster, as aninstitution and as a philosophy,
pushes excellence but not without the "milk of
human kindness." One professor of mine is
fond of winking when he says, This'll keep
you out of saloons," when handing down the
sentence (er, homework assignment) for the
weekend. It's never that hard of an assignment Professors just cut back on our bar
tabs they don't curtail them altogether.
I guess the best thing about the Wooster
philosophy is that it seeks to strike a balance
and
academics
strong
between
extracurriculars, in a time when this balance
has new relevance and importance. Band
members who participate in the Wooster Volunteer Network and hold office in SGA can
still be science majors professors will make
allowances, WITH THEIR BLESSING. It
isn't just lipservice they really want us to
have lives, after alL

Benjamin Bayer is a columnist

for the
Voice.

SGA Senate is No Place for Pettiness
I have a quoteby George Washington hanging in my office that reads: "Government is
not reason; it is not eloquence; it is force!
Like fire, it is a dangerous servant and a
fearful master."
Power is a dangerous tool and unfortunately some members of the Senate have
found a new toy in the concept of Committee
the Whole. Ac- Emily Durham of
catingto Robert's
Rules of Order Newly Revised, 9th Edition
SSI, Committee of the Whole And Its Alternate Forms, "the committee of the whole and
its two alternate forms, are devices that enable
the full assembly to give detailed consideration to a matter under conditions of freedom
approximating those of a committee." Committee of the Whole is reserved for large
assemblies (over 100 members). Quasi Committee of the Whole is used in meetings of
members), and Infor0
medium size
mal Consideration used in small meetings
(under SO members). There are currently 25
out of a possible 26'Ynembers of the Senate,
clearly indicating Informal Consideration to
be the appropriate form of operation; which
was the precedent set last year.
The Senate moved itself into the category
necessary only for organizations more than
four times its size, under protest by the Parliamentarian. Article III, Section 3, Paragraph
H, subsection 1, of the SGA Constitution
states that the role of the Parliamentarian shall
be to "ensure the Student Senate's proper use
of Robert's Rules of Order, and shall enforce
Parliamentary procedure at all official meetings of the Cabinet and Student Senate." The
move to Committee of the Whole violated
(50-10-

SGA rules of order, first, by making a motion
that was out of order, second, by violating the
authority of the Parliamentarian; and third, by
violating the precedent.
The charges that were stated under the resolution focused around financial matters, not
an uncommon issue in government. The first
charge entailed confusion and miscommuni-catio- n
surrounding the Budget for next year. I
am very disappointed in the attempt oftheVoice
article last week to pit Matt Queen and myself
against one another. Unfortunately when
Matt assumed the duties of Treasurer this
semester, I stopped receiving the financial
transaction sheets. Matt is aware that I do not
we therefore disreceive financial print-outcussed meeting to work out the budget figures. It is also absurd to think that I could
churn out a budget in less than two days time
on top of all of the other obligations in my
schedule, which is what would have been
assumed in sending me the financial printouts just two days before the budget was due.
I must admit that confusion and miscommuni-cauo- n
are also not uncommon to government.
The second charge stated in the resolution
had to do with accounts charges to Mom's
made by myself. I stated before and I will
state it again, I did on occasion charge lunch
account
or dinner for myself to the carry-ove- r
and had
hours
dining
through
if I had worked
no money on me. My reasoning was quite
simple: I was hungry, I was doing work in the
office, and I can settle my accounts later. The
amount quoted to me by a couple of Senators
was that the charges totaled around $13. lean
easily settle mis account at the end of the year
when I calculate the amount of money that the
s,

organization needs to reimburse me, which
totals upwards of $200.
I am very disturbed by the actions taken by
the Senate last week. The purpose of SGA, as
stated in Article I, Section 2 of the Constitution is "to be an advocate for the student body.
SGA is the liaison between the students, faculty, administration and trustees. SGA strives
to provide for communication between various campus organizations and the student
fbody. SGA works to provide opportunities
for leadership development SGA also provides various services to the campus." The
course of action taken by the Senate was
completely ludicrous. The entire process violates the spirit and theory of democratic assembly and representation. This organization
exists to serve the student body, not the personal vexations a few Senators may have with
me. The charges stated in the resolution are
flimsy at best, and a waste of the student
body's time. I take full responsibility for all
that happens with SGA; that is part of my job
as President The organization has made
mistakes in the past and it will make mistakes
in the future. However, we exist to serve the
student interest and beyond my job as President it is also my goal, to strive to do all that
I can to support the changing needs of the
student body as well as provide expanded
resources and funding for student organizations. I am accountable to the student body, a
responsibility which I take very seriously, and
I refuse to let the pettiness of personal conflicts stop me from fulfilling my responsibilities of office.
Emily Durham is president of the student
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AIDS
SOHIL N. PAREXH

On the chilly night of November
27, 1983, a group of strangers gathered for a vigil in San Francisco to
document the lives they feared history would neglect Among them
was long time San Francisco gay
rights activist Cleve Jones. Jones
had helped organize the annual
candlelight march in memory of the
1978 assassinations of City Supervisor Harvey Milk and Mayor
George Moscone. Jones was weO
.aware that the number of San
Franciscans who had died from
AIDS had just reached 1 AX). At the
.nd of the march, Jones asked each
of his fellow marchers to write on
placards the names of friends and
loved ones who had died of AIDS.
Above a sea of candlelight, Jones

ily and friends of AIDS victims, includes items wtrich reflect the person-ali- ty
and the life of those who have
died. Every panel measures 6 feet by
3 feet; the size of a human grave.
By October 1995.it was estimated
that there were over 31 JOOO panels
representing 11 of all US AIDS
deaths. Over5.5 million people had
visited the Quilt and the funds raised
from the quilt for people with AIDS
totaled over $ 1.6 million. The Quilt
measured over 20 acres in size, a
measuremen approximately equivalent to eighteen football fields, and
weighed over 40 ions. Now, the
AIDS Memorial Quilt is coming to
the College of Wooster.
This is only the second time that
the College has hosted the Quilt
Tim ken Gymnasium will be the site
of display from today. April 19,
through Sunday, April 21. Admission is free and Public Display hours
will be 10 AM. to 8 PM. on Friday
and Saturday, and 11:30 A.M. to
5:30 P.M. on Sunday. The Dedication ceremony will be held at 10
A.M. on Saturday and the Closing
Ceremony will be at 4 PAL on Sunday. Other events during the display weekend will include the presentation of new panels by quilt
makers in the Wayne County Area,

and others stood on ladders and taped
these placards to the walls of the San
Francisco Federal Building. When
Jones looked at the wall, it looked to
him like a patchwork quilt In his
own words: That night in November, in the light of thousands of
candles held by San Franciscans
mourning the loss of two leaden
and loo many friends, the idea of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt was bom."
In June 1987, Jones teamed up
with several others to formally orand various other AIDSHIV eduganize the NAMES Project Founcational exhibits and programs.
dation. Public response was immeFor the Wooster Host Commitdiate, and the Quilt grew rapidly in tee, this display weekend is the culsize and number of panels. It was mination ofa year and half of hard
first displayed in October 1987 in work, planning and preparation.
Washington. DC. when it had 1.920
by Nancy Anderson and
panels. When the Quilt returned to Bob Rodda, the Committee is comWashington, DC in 1992, it had posed of individuals from the greater
grown to over 20.000 with panels Wayne County Area, and College
from every state and 28 countries. of Wooster students, faculty and
Each panel, created by lovers, fam
staff. Over the last year, the Com

i

Co-Chair- ed

mittee has met once a week to plan
the Quilt's arrival, as well as to
discuss other aspects of the display,
and come up with ideas for publicity

and merchandising.
John Gmsburg. Assistant
Center and the Chair of
bethe Logistics
lieves that one of the greatest challenges they faced as a group was
coordinating each others efforts; "So
many different departments of the
College of Wooster were involved
the Dean's Office. Hygeia, the
Service Building. Campus Organizations I think the Committee has
done a wonderful job."
Juliet Kandel, who is the Chair of
the Community Education
Direc-torofLow-

Sub-Committ-

ry

ee,

t
v

Sub-Commit- tee,

reported on the response
they had received from schools in
the Wooster Area. Kandel. along
with College of Wooster students

'5Jlr

Megan Beynon '97 and Heather
Young '96. went to high school and
middle school classrooms to present
educational information about the
AIDS Memorial Quilt
Says Kandel: The impact on the

students was very powerful. Megan
and Heather really managed to drive
home the point that each panel represents a real human being. The
students are looking forward to visiting the Quilt" Kandel expects
students from Edgewood Middle
School and Wooster High School,

A

munity created their own panels. One
12 feet by 12 feet and is
calWTrjeWoosrrSigriature Panel."
Besides being volunteers, a number of College of Wooster students
have been closely involved with the
Wooster Host Committee. Ayesha
Bell '97 is the Chair of the Campus
Education
Her in- -

of these is

Cheryl Dixon, who is in charge of
has been in mnam
contact with people who want to send
in new panels lo be added to the
display. College ofWooster students
and members of the Wooster Com- g,

Sub-Committ-

ee.

Montana: A State of Summer Opportunities
AMY CHTDIAC
DAVE COOPER

If there was ever a great place to spend a
summer cnjoyiry life and raking in the dough,
it was Montana And it still is, gosh dam it You
sm, ttz,c
is the sort of state thru
often goes nnnntfcM by many. One might say
thi is becau-v- ; tfvtr'r not a frickin' thing there.
"Butte",
otr exhaustive, scientjfjcally-fbw!- e
-,
discovered job oppor-mrirr- Why? Because you air
;
important it' You are very important to us.
Yr:
as that
could r.evrr
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silver, and aluminum foil.
With it's broad, endless plains, God knows
this state needs a good mowing. So if you feel
like jumping John Deere's bones, why not ride
him all the way across Grassrange, Montana?
They eat dogs in Montana, and are willing
to p?y ig bucks for St Bernards or Great
Dane
So. if you've got a dog, you're set
Chihuah'rv, however, need not apply.
Montana has an abundance of petroleum
oil,
n5 most idiots know, 97.275?!- - of the
pr-- c!;'
tI! :n the wcr!i goes to raids;
pctrobu.T.j:I!y. Bob Vaseline, the inventor of
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crap on your face, you might be interested in
the various mining jobs the state has to offer.
Mining possibilities include: gold, copper,
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pay someone "more dough than you can shake
a 'coon at" to take up residency in the following towns: Yaak, Nimrod, Hungry Horse.
Ennis, Pocky Boy, Paradise. Cleveland and

Yakt

Concession stands for the Whoop-It-U- p
Trail in Corrad are willing to pay "maximum
wage" for cnrJ- - jnastic. friendly, and competent
people. CorKrsiormanagerChipaintaddcd,
"I zlso hc;c to hire someone wfch spurty mouSi."
If you ' z" usc!c and no brains, Montana
may need ol. They need a couple of hundred
--
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'trsna rcdent, is Iccldrs for
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Several towns in Montana are in danger of
becoming completely vacant border to rectify
this situation. Jed. the Governor of Montana,
has sent out an emergency bulletin offering to

thtre's coal, there's diamonds

-

(that? v hT

!sarr?ed from Sopenrian, anyway) And boy. oh boy. is there coal in Montana Jfortara has so much coal, an anonyT
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A sratc f!"rf t the brsr vi nctfang? A stt?
conennin- - four cities with the-- word "butt" in
fcrr.? Mcntr:; is Montana is Montana is Oregon is rot Ohio. Afbr carefully scrutinizing,
analyzing and hypothesizing over the data we
have compiled, our cr!y vish now, is for you to
take advantage of the spacious bay windows we
have opened for you. Co ahead, jump.
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as wen as a number of adults and
children from three churches in the
area to visit the Quilt
Panel-Makin-
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photo by ERIC BAKKEN

lerest in AIDS related issues was
prompted by the death of her first
grade teacher from the disease. As
part of the Wooster Host Committee,
she has been responsible for provid-in- g
information to the campus about
the Quilt display. Bell has made
several small presentations in different residence halls, showing videos and encouraging people to volunteer. Says Bell, "I believe that the
Quilt display will have a strong impact on the campus and make us more
aware about the impact of the AIDS
disease on the country and the world."
Jones wrote. Those of us battling
AIDS did not watch the Quilt grow
in silence. Through education and
activism, we have fought against
the ignorance and prejudice that so
often characterized the response to
the epidemic. We have sheltered the
homeless and ted the hungry. We
have cared for the sick, comforted

the dying, built hospices, joined
speakers' bureaus, written checks,
signed petitions, demonstrated, testified, been arrested, worn red ribbons, sewn auilts tor our dead and
raised our candies asamst an ever
darkening sky."

irus weekend, wnen vou walk
among the panels ot me AIDS Memorial Uinit tftink ot the people whom
me panels represent Ihink of the
millions aitucied witn the AIDS
lhjnkct the ukesc Arthur Ashe,
ficckhe Mercury and "edro Zamora,
who tost their battles to the virus.
Think of what it means to have a
disease which has no cure. Remember your own Me; and be caretuL
vi-n-

&
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Less"Than Enthusiastic Volunteering
SARAH FENSKE

gives platelets. This one is me best:

"There are many excuses, and a lot

'I'm just not into saving fives."

of them are valid, but I don't know.

It is a Monday night at Lowry
Center and the masses are streaming into dinner. As they walk in the
glass doable doors, they take a brief
look at the table ahead of them and
then look promptly away. They
attempt to dash op the stairs, bat
Matthew Sparks 98 allows mem no
such escape. "Hey!" he calls, "Are
you going to give blood tomorrow?"
The excuses are manifold. "I'm
afraid of needles," reports one student, who happens to be a six feet
seven varsity basketball player.
"We're anemic," an entire sorority choruses, fluffing out their
peroxided hair.
Sparks does not give up so easily.
"Go right ahead," he yells, "It's easy
to say that, as YOU LET LITTLE
CHILDREN DIE!" The girls look
at each other uneasily. They're not
quite sure what to think of him. One
steps in closer and Sparks knows he
has her hooked. He begins to talk
quickly about blood, and children
dying, and good deeds. He doesn't
pause until she signs. Although his
methods have inflamed many, some
to the point of calling the president
of his fraternity to complain, they
are undeniably effective. This guy
is good.
Sparks describes his style of persuasion as "blatant harassment."
But, be adds, "We always fill all our
time slots, so it must work."
Alas, contrary to what the official

For all the humor that the Xi Cms
bring to their enlistment efforts, there

There seem to be way too many who
just don't want to put in the time."
The lack of volunteers is something which the Wooster Volunteer
Network also notes. The network is
sponsoring six different service
projects for National Youth Service
Week and therefore shared a table
with the Xi
Chis, trying to

far-from-ane-

mic,

college pamphlets may say, Wooster
students are not all that thrilled about
volunteering. Oh yes, they volunteer when they can get a bouse out
of it. And yes, they do serve the
community
when it looks good
on their resumes. They will give at
blood drives
but only after being
hassled by enthusiastic Xi Cbis like
Sparks.
Fellow Xi Chi Marty Hall '96
claims that their methods are not
really that bad; We only harass the
people we know."
Sparks immediately contradicts
him, admitting that he harasses just
about everyone. Although, he adds,
"I stop when I get the look. . . .
We've been offered a lot of laughable excuses," be chuckles,
a list that he compiles during
con-sulii- ng

table.
his time at the sign-u- p
"They're alraui of needles, they're
anemic, they giveaiuotne. We have
a guy who said he can't because he

$200 - $500
i

WEEKLY
UAXicumC

liicaadi jr. ivi ui--

formalioi. scud- a
-

self-address-

ed

slumped envelope to:

Universal Travel
P.O. Box 61018S
Miami, FL 33261

are serious issues behind the blood
drive. Matthew Anderson 99 notes
mat the students whovolunteer have
"a good sense ofhumor about things.
They believe in the cause, but not
always in a fervently displayed
way."

Anderson

believes that
every student
does feel compelled to give;

"There

are

three basic r-

esponses.

There's
flat-o-

ut

the
no,

mmmmm

persuade students to sign

"Sparks does not give
up so easily. 'Go right
ahead,' he yells, 'Ifs
easy to say that, as YOU
LET LITTLE
CHILDREN DIE!"'

which I respect, but then there are those who
will come over and give you an
excuse, and you know they feel
guilty." Finally, there are those who
won't even look at the sign-u- p table,
and Anderson has a theory on that
type ofbehavior,explaining,"If they
looked at you, they'd feel even
worse. Those types are feeling the
guiltiest of all."
Andrew Buddenhagen '97 adds.

up.

While
each activity
except one
eventually did
reach its goal
number, eager
volunteers did

not exactly

Forexample, this Wednesday, six
Wooster students found themselves
on a bus with seventeen elderly residents from the Horn Nursing Home;
they were all going to lunch together. An elderly man seated next
toJamie Christensen 96 struck up a
conversation. There was a thin line
of drool aming out of his mouth as
he talked, but his collegiate friend
didn't seem to mind. Jesse Larson
99 was seated across from a scrappy
resident at lunch. He smiled as she
talked his ear off, telling him about
her son, who is also named Jesse
and who is a wiz at the piano.
Another elderly lady talked about
her experiences while in Pearl Harbor in December 1941. "It was
mostly air strikes, you know," she
said, very
"Still, it
was scary. They shipped us wives
and children back to the States soon
matter-of-factl- y.

flood the WVN office. Like the
blood donors, they came, but they after."
Derek Longbrake '96 found himhad to be enlisted.
Explains Heidi Georgi '96. "We self in a conversation with an old
people on jgentleman, that began, "You see my
have a lot of
thigh here? This thigh was trained
this campus. We need more people
by the Americans for
In other words,
who are
the people who do volunteer are not
Longbrake smiling at him, asked,
those who worry about their reand "What about the other thigh?"
sumes; they are
"Well," responded the old gent.
not afraid to get dirty.
pro-ima- ge

pro-active-

counter-intelligence-."

."

down-to-ear- th

"I'm not sure about that one."
On a more serious note, Jamie
Christensen explains his idea be
hind the less than enthusiastic lev

of volunteers, "People think of
unteerine as something they have I
do on a regular basis. The y doa
realize that you can just do it spot
taneously."
Indeed, there are numerous vd
unteer activities readily av
especially in this particular
Megan Queen 99 sits at the
table after giving blood and
ments, "I always think it's a
thing when people don't volunteer.
There's such a minimum of effort
involved that it seems like an obvi!

ous choice that anyone should
make."
Says Karen Fisher "96, "My uncle
had surgery and needed a lot of
blood; this is my way of giving it
back." If only more Wooster students approached volunteering this
simply, the harassment services of

Matthew Sparks and company
would probably not be in such high
demand. As it stands, the Xi Chis
did reach their goal number and the
Volunteer Network did recruit all
the volunteers it needed. Just don't
imagine it was easy.

"Other People" Know Best

A visit to the Garricks ignites a somewhat fickle resolve
RACHEL POPE
In Jacksonville, I met a man who
confirmed something I've long been
a believer in: coloring in mosquito
bites with a ball point pen? stop
the itching within a few minutes.
My peers had written me off as
crazy for saying this. They would
look at my arm, or my leg, or wherever some wretch of a bug had chosen to suck me dry, and say , "Eeww !
What is that?" Or, "Is that mole-bl- uer
But now with a bonafide archaeologist, for that was the man's profession, backing me up, people believe me. They still don't understand the concept behind it, but at
least ihey win say, "No kidding?" I
concede that an archaeologist, out
digging through dirt under the hot
sun. might have more knowledge
about bugs than myself, but he was
not a doctor or an entomologist either, so why did people hold more
stock tsx what he said?
Because there is always more
stock in what "other people" say.
WhUi car mothers asked us if we
eae
would jump off a elifT if
else did It, we should Lu.e said
"yes," After all, whea I skip class
and am feeling a smidgen cf guilt, I
assure myself that "other people"
do it too, and so it must be okay.
Tylenol does much the same thing
in their advertisements, saying that
nine out of ten doctors recommend

their drug, so why not try it? And do
you remember when we were in
elementary school and wanted to
spend the nightat Cindy'sor John's?
Did we ever just come out and say
we thought we were mature enough
to spend a night away from home
alone? No, we said that Suzy's parents said it was okay if Suzy slept
out, and so it should be okay for us
too.
Not only do "other people" have
the power to convince us our actions
are morally justifiable and one hundred percent right, but they've also
have the power to convince us we're
dead wrong. Because when "other
people" don't agree with us. certainly we must be the party at fault.
"Other people" can turn you into a
believer of a lifestyle you previously thought dubious faster than
David Copperfield can. For example, I was recently converted to a
strong belief in home remedies as a
direct result of a visit with "other
people," namely the Garricks.
I stayed with the Garricks, the
biggest believers in all natural goods
and cures that I have ev er met, for a
few days this April. Their house is
stocked with sniff straight out of an
organic store: unscentcd, chemical
free shampoo, lotions and toothpaste. A whole shelf in their pantry
is devoted to herbal teas: green tea,
chamomile, gin seng, ginger, spearmint, peppermint. Morning Thunthe latter boldly claiming to
der

put the thunder back in your mornings, naturally, of course. Another
shelf in the pantry is dedicated
strictly to medicines, like Echinacea,
a bitter tasting liquid that promises
to boost the immune system. After
Jen told me about Echinacea, I spent
most of my visit with the Garricks
imagining my white Woodcells turning into steel sheathed warriors.

The natural goodness of the
Garrick household did not cease in
the pantry. No, it made its way to the
front of the Garricks' refrigerator,
which boasted a poster headed
"PRESERVATIVES" and named
chemicals like they were bandits
from the old west. While I was at the
Garricks I learned that not only are
preservatives bad, but they're also
in everything that we want to eat
For example, one morning while I
was eating my Wheaties, Jen Carrick
'96 leaned ever the table and told
me that they too contained BHT. I
letting me know,
tha.iked h
cereal. What
and continued a.
else could I
Seer; d, ,
0!:, I started to make
resoludj:.- -. r
...asks, cleansing
aaide lotions, ne
shampoo.,
lettuce. These
nior- - woo- -,
resolution, cf course, didn't last
more ihaa a vcel outside of Jen's
house. Trend- - ne ver do last long,
and as soon as I sav. die dessert table
in Lowry I wa: a gencr. I forgot
about EI IT, and, or.; i --gain, I began
and peanut
to laugh
--i-niy

d?

---

e

butter based hair treatment. But I'll
tell you, you really never do come
away from anything empty handed,
because even though I'd given up
Echinacea and Morning Thunder, I
never went back to Sweet and Low
after Jen told me it was one of the
worst things I could put into my
body.
This is not as minor an accomplishment as it seems. Liam Kelly
'97 had tried for months to convince
me to give up "Pink Death," which
was his euphemism for Sweet and
Low, but to no avail. And then poof!
Jen did in two minutes what he
could not So why did I believe
her?
How could I not? Jen knows about
BMTs, while Liam eats Lowry sausage. Not to mention, as my grandmother pointed out over Parents
Weekend in her most scandalized
tone, Liam eats cereal at every meal!
Imagine the BMTs barraging his
bod, by now he' mjit likely deranged. Sesidcs, in .vorld where
"other people" arc palling all your
limbs a: ence, you c azl to listen to
the cnes that ear. yj.l die hardest,
and who would that
tat the ma

t.

jerky? Jen's steij tueked Liam's
up and made it more believable, just
like the archeologist bolstered my
story. Yep, two heads arc better than
one. Thankfully , as part of a living,
breathing democracy , ac can rest
assured knowing that the majority
always knows best, ca..: a c?
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Energy and Subtlety in lurn

Yom Hoshoah

Poetry Reading
Commemorates
the Holocaust

Concert leaves audience and dancers alike panting
COLLEEN DUNN
Last night, the Dance Company spun,

leaped, and stamped their way through the
opening performance ofIn Concert. Although
a modern dance troupe, the variety of music
and dance made last night enjoyable for everyone, regardless of age or preference.
The opening number is based on the Gibbs
free energy equation QajreogjaphedbyChris-tin- e
Cairns 96 and Amelia S utton ' 97, it is the
perfect beginning. The dancers begins with
rather rpr?n'v1 movements, but soon they
are moving with such intense energy that it is
impossible not to feel it in the audience.
The second piece is slower and more graceful. Choreographed by Kristina Stofl and
Stephanie Terrio "99 to "Variations on
PacheJbel's Canon in D", it is comparatively
a more tranquil piece, with costumes in muted
shades of green and blue that provide just the
right effect.
Perhaps the most unique moments in the
first set come in guest artist Susan Van Pelt's
"Cracks in the WaH". The dancers furiously
move around the stage while four others stand

Dodge Koppert, "Much Ado About Shopping" is a wild satire, complete with mannequins, a home shopping network, a fashion
and returns. A nice surprise
parade.
occurs when the dancers model their new
purchases in the aisles of the theatre, bringing
the audience closer to the action.
A unique feature of last night's show came
in the form of guest artist Colleen Clark. Her
two pieces, both performed without music,
consisted more of movement and pantomime
than actual dance. However, this risk pays off.
Lines such as, On some days there is more
gravity than on others" drew much laughter

rv.

from the audience.

The lighting was very effective: soft or
harsh as necessary. The same could be said
of the costumes, although some members of
the audience noticed that they were in ill
repair.
by
lit Concert, a production
Cultural Events, has performances remaining
tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15 pjn. in
Freedlander Theatre. Directed by Kim Tritt, it
also features the choreography of George Alley '99, Alison Flint 97, Meredith Pangrace
'97, as well as guest artists Clark, Pelt, and
Koppert.
co-sponso-

in the background, periodically turning on

music

The high points of thejecond act are the
opening. "A Story of the River", and the
finale,"Much Ado about Shopping". Whereas
"A Story of the River" is a serious piece.
evoking much emotion, the laoer is anytning
but. Choreographed by Kim Tritt of the Department of Theatre and guest artist Dana

I

Fructose and Fun with James and Giant Peaches

A magical, surreal journey that is definitely not the pits
SALLY THELEN

If anyone could combine sophisticated humor and the deep twisting pains of the imagination into a children's book, it would be
Roald DahL If any group of people could use
the latest in animation technology to produce
a brilliant dreamlike image, it would be the
team of Nightmare Be- fore Christmas'

pro-

ins thaiJames is so much more real than those
animated cheese puffs of romping nubile Native Americans helping out enamored white
colonists.
The movie begins with the happy, pastel
life of young James Henry Trotter (Paul Terry).
Instantly Dahl shows how unafraid he is to use
children's fears, by killing James' parents off
with a mystical gigantic rhino, changing
James' life in "three seconds flat." Forced to
live with his deli- ciously wicked and

"The script plays to an
greedy Aunt S piker
ducers: Tim Burton and
(Joanna Lumley) and
adult sense of humor and
Denise Di Novi, and
Sponge (Miriam
director. Henry SelDc
child's appreciation of
a
Margoyles), James
So. it was a cinematic
Never
surreal.
the
finds himself the unheaven
in
match made
condescending or trite. it's
loved and abused serthat produced the stunvant. Entrusted with
and always
ning and surrealistic
often hilarious
magical gift from a
a
n
James and the Giant
endearing.
traveler
mysterious
Peach.
tongues
crocodile
of
looking
for
If you are
finds
James
slimy
counterparts,
other
and
level
of
low
a
meaning,
and
deeper
reality,
hope in the promises these odds and ends have
fructose, don't expect it in James. Although
the G rating may smack of candy coated bears to offer until he trips and spills them at the
g
puppies, this movie base of a peach tree. Suddenly the lives of
and
doesn't have to be for kids, and it definitely James and the aunts are changed when a peach
won't cause cavities. Dahl is not afraid to grows and grows until it becomes a bushel
delve into bizarre childish nightmares that basket's nightmare. By burrowing his way
into the sticky innards of the peach, James
both frighten and amuse his audience. Alfinds his way out of the horrible life he was
unbelievthough the movie creates such an
Befriending a band of eclectic in- leading.
feclwith
the
able trip, you are somehow left
tongue-waggin-

"Silence and I are eternal"
"Lovesong," by Louis Daniel Brodsky
"

1

and shotting of power tools in rhythm with the

FILM REVIEW

SALLY THELEN

red

sects, James takes off to his land of dreams.
New York G ty. making this the oddest, creepy
crawliest coming to America flick ever. The
hilarious and sometimes touching group of
centipede (Riinsects include the world-wis- e

chard Dreyfuss), the booky grasshopper
(Simon Cadlow), the doubting earthworm
(David Thewlis). the seductive spider (Susan
Sarandon), the quaint ladybug (Jane Leeves),
and the dotty glowworm (Margr yles).
The dreamlike scenes range from the drippy
insides of the gigantic peach to a stylized
version of New York City, all are equally
delightful. Using stop motion animation and
computer generated imagery, this movie is a
definite treat for the eyes. The ears are also
blessed with the raucous, playful sounds of
songwritercomposer. Randy Newman. Ald
ballads go a
though a few of the
little overboard on the cuteness, you have to
remember what audience this movie is geared
for. The script plays to an adult sense of humor
and a child's appreciation of the surreal. Never
condescending or trite, the lines, blended with
the rich and diverse accents of the cast, are
often hilarious and always endearing.
Whether you are a kid at heart orjust really
like big pieces of fruit, this is a definite must-seDon't wait until this comes out on video,
because your TV will never capture the high
level of imagination, magic, and natural fruit
juices that is displayed on the movie screen.
feel-goo-

A solemn airdescended upon the Lowry
Pit this Wednesday, April 17. A poetry
reading was held in honor of the six million Jews who died at German hands
during the Holocaust. The readings were
also devoted to the total ten million people
who died during this horrible time. Dana
Brownstein '98 started the event by lighting a candle in their memory. She asked
that those attending remember both the
"terror of their deaths" and "the splendor
of their lives."
This annual event, which is usually
held in the fall, was changed due to pressing schedules, but was equally signifi-can- L
The format was also different in this
year's reading. Instead of having Hillel
members recite the poems they had practiced, this year everyone who attended
was allowed the chance to read one of the
selected poems. This format was picked
because it creates a connection between
the entire audience and the poignant words
of the poets.
The selected poems reflected a variety
of authors and emotional power. Many
were written by children prisoners of a
camp in Terezin. The hope displayed by
these young minds was incredible and
moving. Overall, the poetry reading was
successful in its goal. Each verse powerfully expressed the brilliance that once
existed and was extinguished forever.

FREE
(Anonymous)

HIVAIDS
testing May

6-- 10

Planned Parenthood
MANSFIELD
419-525-30- 75

WOOSTER
330-345-77- 98

e.

GALION
419-468-99- 26
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Funny and Satiric Theatre
by uerman 1 neater Class
NEWS RELEASE

NextTbmday, April 25. the German Theater Practicum dan will
preaeota production, in German, of
Max Fruch's Bidermaiui mud die
Brandstifter (Biedennann and the
Firebugs) in the Shooboy Theater.
At a time when the city has been
plagued by a series of fires set by
arsonists, Gottlieb Biedennann, a
successful and ruthless factory
owner, is visited by a couple of
shady strangers. Playing on his sentimentality and shaky conscience,
they take up lodging in his attic.
They also start storing barrels of
gasoline. Confronted with genuine
evil. Biedennann refuses to look
facts in the face and tries to make
accommodations.

The play is a darkly funny and
highly theatrical satire on a kind of
mentality and takes a hard look at

the failure to confront the dangers
of fascism or other evils. Setting
his play in contemporary times,
Frisch also playfully includes an
antique chorus to comment on the
action.
Appearing in the play are Travis
Nieman 98 (Biedennann),
Frederick 98 (Babette,
his wife), Franceses Mascaranhas
97 (Anna, their maid), Craig Kraus
98 and Douglas DeWab 97 (the
arsonists), Julie Tbeisen 99 (the
policeman and Mrs. Knechtling),
Amy Lenburg '96 (Dr. Phil.), and
Aditya Rege 96 (chorus leader).
The play is presented in German.
For those whose German may notbe
up to catching it all, a detailed plot
summary is included in the program.
The production, directed by Richard Figge of the Department of German, begins at 8:00 p jn. Admission
is free and all are welcome.
Ann-Cathari-

ne
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It talks.
It talks to your Mom.
.

It talks to Moscow.

It listens to your wallet.
When you buy

a Macintosh' compute;

you're buying some of the most advanced multi-

media capabilities you can get in a computer. With its

built-i- n

stereo sound, video

graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to bring your work to

life. Of course,

you're also buying the computer that gives you a fast, easy way to access the Internet.

It talks to other computers.

Because with a Macintosh there are no complicated commands needed to get up and

surfing on the Internet Better yet, with the compatibility of a Mac,you can run
DOS and Windows, as well as Mac OS

UNIX,"

Making it easy to talk to other people, even if

they're not using a Macintosh. And if all that isn't enough, now we've even made
Macintosh easy to buy. Because for a limited time, were offerirg special camoiB savings

Q

on selected Macintosh computers and Apple printers. So stop by and visit
For more information visit us on the Internet at bttpJAxd.

us today, and look into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best?

mbple. com

Duy a Mac'before you pack.

For further information contact
The Computer Sales Office
201 Taylor Hall, x2252
Pifastopl
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Scots Over the Hump
Baseball team ready for Wooster Tournament
SARAH ROBERTSON
Remember when we'd reached
the middk of the semester?' There
wis a bit of a slump. Everyone
knew they'd made it through half of
their classes and only had half to go.
It's kind of like "hump day." You
struggle through a long Wednesday
and are ready to celebrate that night.
One might say the Wooster Scot
baseball team just came through their
Wednesday. In fact, m say it. After a shocking loss to Eaiiham and a
difficult weekend double-headagainst Allegheny, the Scots found
reason to celebrate this Wednesday
evening after beating Oberlin 13-- 2
and 0 in yet another double header.
Wooster now stands at 3 in the
NCAC and 22-- 8 overall.
The Scots played host to an inspired Allegheny learn last Saturday and the weather held to tradition
with rain and a chilly wind. Both
factors seemed to put a damper on
the Scots' fire as the Gators took
control in the first inning of the first
game and never looked back. Brian
Makowski 96 pitched a strong game
after giving up three runs in the first
inning. Walking only one batter
and striking out six, Makowski
battled to keep the Gators at bay but
their bats were just loo strong. Meanwhile, the Scots had little lock at the
plate. Matt Jackson 97 led the
Scots, and gave the fans something
to cheer about, with three hits in the
er

5--

9--

game, including a homerun and a
double to the right field fence. The
Scots would rally to score four runs,
holding even in the middle innings,
but they couldn't catch Allegheny
and took a 4 loss in the first game.
The second game proved to be no
6--

better as Allegheny's bats continued to tear apan Woosters defense.
In the top of the first inning the
Gators bunted and walked their way
to six runs which set the tone for the
rest of the game. The Scots defense
crumbled, committing four errors,
and its bats remained relatively silent under the pressure of
Allegheny's strong. consistent pitching. Evenahomerunby JosbPetrash

99, a triple by P. J. Guerrieri 96,
and doubles by Tim Lake '96, Tun
Rupert 99 and Chris Mihin '99
couldn't rally the Scot offense. Nick
Donatelli '96 took the loss as
Wooster fell 19-- 6 in the second
game.

Allegheny earned their wins.
They presently stand at second in
the conference having lost only one
game. But the Scott were ready to
prove that their
slump
was over. The fire and desire that
had been lacking on Saturday remid-seas- on

turned this Wednesday when
Wooster traveled to Oberlin and
came home with two victories. It
wasn't the sun, or even the warmer
weather. It was simpry the Wooster
baseball team doing what they had
to do to win ball games. Experience
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paid off again as Matt Rodgers 96
and Makowski took the mound in
each game, respectively. Makowski
turned in another strong performance

pitching a no hitter in the first six
innings of the second game. Capitalizing on the weakness ofOberiin's
pitchers the Scot baa once again
began to ring (though stats were not
available at press time).
The Scots are not where they
planned to be at this point in the
season, standing fourth in the conference behind Wittenberg (undefeated). Allegheny (one loss) and
Ohio Wesleyen (two losses). But
they have yet to face the two best
teams in the conference making as-

Scots Set to Swing in
Wooster Invitational
NEWSSERVICES
The College of Wooster's golf
team win host the 27th annual
Parlor--

Bank

One-EconoLod-

Invita-

ge

tional Tournament Saturday and
Sunday at the Wooster Country
Club.
A total of 12 teams will compete
in this year's event, including
John
Ashland. Baldwin-Wallac- e,
Carroll. Mount Union and Walsh.
Also competing win be North Coast
Athletic Conference rivals Allegh-

eny, Denison.

Kenyon and

Wiitenberg. In addition, two other
teams from Pennsylvania - Clarion

and Westminster - win be in the
field.
This win be the final appearance
for Wooster head coach and tournament founder Bob Nye, who win
retire at the end of the season.
The Scon are coining off of a
m
finish at the
Denison Invitational last weekend
sixth-pla-

19-tea-

ce

(April
Individually, sophomores Dave
Winpisinger and Rob StoU lead the
way with averages of 80.7 and 81
strokes per round, respectively.
Senior Gary Nye is next with an
average of 22J5 strokes per round.
13-1-

4).

sistant coach Derek Boyd happy with

that fact. As any coach win tell you.
a team's best performance should
cone at the end of its season. Boyd
snmnvd up the feelings of the entire
Scot team when be said. "We still
have our best baseball to play." This
weekend the Scots will host the
Wooster Tournament playing three

straight

Scores

f

baseban (22--8, NCAC: 3)
Allegheny 6, Wooster 4
Allegheny 19, Wooster 6
Wooster 13, Oberlin 2
Wooster 5, Oberlin 0

Wooster def. Case Western
Wooster 4, Denison 3

9--

women's tennis

double-header- s:

Wilmington on Friday, Central
State on Saturday and Emory on
Sunday. It will be a test for
Wooster's pitching staff. But more
importantly, it win be a chance for
the Scots to continue building
momentum as they head into the
close of the regular season. "Hump
day" is over.and I bear it's going
to be sunny and warm all weekend
long.

men's lacrosse (64. NCAC
Denison 16. Wooster 6
Wooster 20, Oberlin 8
women's lacrosse (8--

2--2)

NCAC

3.

NCAC

(6-1- 2,

2-- 3)

3-- 2)

Wooster 18. Buffalo State 4
Wooster 11, Allegheny 5
Denison 16, Wooster 8

Wittenberg 5, Wooster 4
Wooster 9, Earlham 0
Ohio Wesleyan 7, Wooster 2
Wooster 7, Malone 2
Denison
19

Invitational-6t-

h

outdoor track

men's tennis (13-- 6, NCAC 4--

0)

Competed at Oberlin-n-o

out of
score '

kept

Career in.

EXECUTIVE SEARCH AND RECRUITING

continued from page 12

ries, the Lady Scots came into
Wednesday's game against the Big
Red of Denison with a great deal of
confidence.
Unlike the previous games.
Wooster didn't start the scoring
and thus was down for the entire
game. Denison opened the scoring 1:30 into the half and then
scored their second goal 1:30 later.
Senior
Liz Conrad
opened the Wooster scoring at
21:23 with the first of her five
co-capt- ain

goals during the afternoon.

Denison quickly answered the
Conrad goaL and then between 17:24
and 1 6: 1 0, Denison added three more
goals to go up 6--1 on the Lady Scots.
Wooster strung a couple of goals
together to close the margin to 6-Denison scored the next two goals
and the two teams exchanged goals
for the rest of the half. Denison
entered the half with a 10--5 lead to
which they added another one to
open the second half scoring. Jaime
DiFabrizio. who had a good game,
opened up the Wooster scoring with
a goal at 24:49. Conrad and Denison
3.

then took over the offense of their
respective teams for the majority of
the latter part of the second half.
Denison left Wooster with a

victory to retain

first-pla- ce

16--8

in the

NCAC
Denison won this game with superior passing and ball control. In
many ways, the usually stifling Lady
Scot defense was just outplayed by
Denison. Denison also completely
controlled Wooster's leading scorer,
Kate Messer, holding her to a single
assist. The Wooster hot spot in this
game was Liz Conrad who closed in
on Messers
lead with
her 5 goal game in which she also
added an assist
Wooster will try to regroup for
goal-scori-

ng

their final regular season home
match which is tomorrow at 11:00
a.m.. Crowd support has been impressive with banners, signs, and
even spectators with painted faces.
On Sunday, they travel to the Midwest Trials at Wittenberg to make
the final adjustments before the
NCAC tournament. See you at the
game!

AIM Executive is one of the nation's largest, most successful and innovative Recruiting and
Search firms. Our Executive Search cosultants work with some of the most respected
companies in the U.S. and assist them in filling their "most difficult positions vacancies.

Aim Executive has successfully implemented a college recruiting endeavor to identify the
"best and brightest recently graduated college students to join our company as Executive
Search Consultants. You will be trained in a two phase Executive Recruiter training
program at AIM University. Your successful progression will result in a highly respected
career offering unlimited income and the opportunity to develop relationships with
respected business leaders at client companies worldwide.
We seek mature individuals with a track record of success including: campus involvement,
leadership profile, a business development (or sales) initiative, assertive personality,
unexjmpranising desire for success, and a motivation for high income. Representatives
from our company will be in your area within the next three (3) weeks to meet with you.
Please respond to:
Aim Executive
AIM Executive

Gary Gallagher
35000 Chardon Road
Willoughby Hills, Ohio 44094
(216)

Aim

975-04- 44

Fax (216) 975-33-

94

Executive

o

EnterChance
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And the Sun Will Come
Out Tomorrow
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Women win impressively, men lead NCAC as Tourneys loom

conditions end track

Toritado-Wt- e

JAMES KOLLER

mee

The men's tennis team gained a
significant achievement this past
week, turning around last year's disappointing six win season in a big
way. With a close victory over Case
Reserve in Cleveland on Wednesday, the Fighting Scots won their
twelfth match of the season. With
the win, the Scots maintained a

share of first place in the NCAC
with the tournament only a week
away. Yesterday the men won
another kill in conference play,
this time squeaking out a 4-- 3 victory over Denison, with Nick
Hakim '99 winning the crucial final match. For the season, the men
are 13-- 6 (4--0 NCAC).
As for the Lady Scots, the week
was better than past ones, as they
were narrowly defeated by
Wittenberg 4 on the 12th and
their first win in five matches,
humbling Eariham 9--0 at Wittenberg
on the 13th. However, the ladies
suffered a setback on Wednesday,
when Ohio Wesleyan beat the ladies on their home court 2. Yesterday, the women reversed their
fortune by knocking off Malone by
The timely wins
the score of
against Earl ham and Maloneput the
2
ladies at 3 in the NCAC
overall)
The upcoming weeks will wrap
up the season for both the men and
women, with two crucial tournaments. Next weekend, the NCAC
Tournament will be played; the
men traveling to Ohio Wesleyan as
a potential 1 seed and the women
will be hosting their tournament.
The tournaments will take place on
April 26-Also of interest will be
the NCAA Midwest Regional TourThe
nament to be held May
teams must qualify for positions in
NCAAs and their performance in
the NCACs will be key for them to
prolong their seasons.
However, both teams have some
unfinished business in the regular
season. The men have a crucial two
match bomestand, beginning with
Kenyon on Saturday and concluding with Oberlin on Monday. On
April 5, the men had a field day with
the Yeomen, sweeping them in seven
straight matches. The Kenyon match
will be critical as the two teams are
tied at the top of the conference
stafiflingf, On Wednesday the 24th,
the men will once again hit the road,
concluding the regular season at
Allegheny. The women will also be
busy this upcoming week, visiting
Allegheny on Saturday and returning home to finish out the regular
season on Monday against
foe Mount Union.
ral-hedf-
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(43.8). Other highlight inciudei
Willie Drexler W fioishmg third
Last weekend the Wooster track inrhelSOO meter run followed by
Whee ler Foushio g
teams were blown off the track, Josh Baird
but not by their competitors. Insexdm the 100 meter d fol
condition , lowedby Falquet; andTony Kaufee
stead, tornado-lik- e
farced the meet at Qberiin's DHI finishing second ia the 800 meter
field ta be prematnrely ended. run.
As the meet progressed the
meet was highlighted by the
Swecpbgofthe top three spots in wind began to pick up, becoming
thzte events, two for the women strong enough to cause the high
cJcne for the men. Had the meet sJump piiato fly 200 yards through
tfialshedefaawoaidM ' the air. At that point, tberoccl was
sjrdybelpedboih teams seal vie-ta- ended, leaving three men'g and
which they were on their four woroeo's events undecided
ry fc doins before the weather Having sensed victory for both
everything,
teams, Coach Dennis Rice stated,
TL; two events that tie women "It was unfortunate that the
zrir. the meet were me weather turned,
t
rtr-atie 400 meter dash. , Tomcrow, the Scots travel to
Championships feathe
'
jtCsevecmt4aiaptttol373ti turing 18 small colleges in Ohio
112?- fbScyx'ed by Ebony Gjeen . Rice figures that as a team the
? :iTrsceyV2ies W. M4-- ; women should finish ia &c P
: . ::r
S3 captured the 400 five. On the men's gide things are,
a time of$M" a bk dlllereiit IXie to academic,
CJx
conflicts, several roemben of the
team will be missing making the
l
men Squad even
K4 tiyight jnttuaea, already small
virtually,,
lach
Rke feels,
sate Arrie GiKespie' win ; smaller.
fcanSe (690) Vthatseveral athletes havcachance
:Iat Stcrecallsjati 0nish--; of doing well in their events..
ZZ:d tt'J&s KaJheriiKs j Those individuals on the Lady
Cc1 : rys 2z p lace ia the Scot squad include Eging (100
rza i5t24,7Ht n4 meter dash). Gillespie (400 meter
1.
hurdlcsX Creen (dixus), Reid
shot put), and James (400 and
(15.7) with
zizt
200 meter dashes) as well as the 4
"x AGO meter relay team of
bd5slwtrjttt.meLady Gaiespk5,gmg,Jarncs,and Poole
i were solid ia fiekt events wbkh currently hat the fastest
the men,
time in the 3NCAC
Sarsh Kruse 9 and
second AtpoIevautt)Ionard(nO
and mirureapextrvelyvin the triple meter hurdlesX Drexler (lOfiOO
meters), Falquet (400 meters),
jost missjjimpj Amber Green
ing third place in the javelin by Kanlue (1500 nieters) and Wheeler
ltixhcswithatfirowof 82' 1"; (200 meter dash) all have chances
and Reid in second place in the of Crushing in high places.
the 4 x 400 meter relay
dfsctw before that event was cao
team ofJones, StevDombos97,
celed because of the weather.
The Scots swept the pole vault Wheeler, and Falquet (currently
with Chad Atweft 97 winning the fastest time in the NCAC) and
ly
100 meter relay team
(ir) foBowedby Jeff Kinat 9? the 4 xsecond
fastest time in the
aadJefr Patuson 99 Other field
, NCOsnouM both finish strong;
event tighSghts Bffilodcd
However'itt,tne 4 x 400 meter
relay, rUard will have w replace
Jason.
U Use siaot pa
Dombos who wia be absent due
LUXE 2ANNONI

7--

2--
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Lacrosse
continued from page 12
trol while the defense only had a few
breakdowns from their dominating
play. Leading the Scots was junior

midfielder Eric Williams who was
on fire scoring five goals. Midway
through the first quarter, goalie
Oswald stepped out with 3 saves

to allow freshman goalie Joe

Borchelt to make an additional 7
saves. Pete Dinardo '97 was also
hot with 4 goals and 1 assist. Jordan also made a few contributions
to the final score by putting in two
unassisted goals and also gaining
an assist Dinardo and Jordan ruled
the face off game as well, Dinardo
won 12and Jordan won 9 of the 27
face-ofin the game. Lee showed
his ability to control the game as
fs

well as score. Lee had 2 goals and 3
assists during the course of the game.
Baker was a powerful force on attack with one goal and 5 assists
along with Field and his strong
playing which resulted in 2 goal
and an assist. Rohan , Bumiller,
Dan Furlong '98, and freshman
Chris Mace were all able to add a
goal to their stats during this game.
The Scots were able to bring their
level of play back up and again the
stats show it: 67 ground balls, 46
shots, 28 successful clears, and 21
face-off- s
won..
There are three games remaining
in the Scots season. On April 20th
the Scots face off at Kenyon. Then
on the 27th the Scots travel to
Wittenberg for a challenge. The last
game is on May 1st when the
Wooster Fighting Scots host Kenyon
at 4:30. So come on out, show your
school spirit, and cheer on the men's
lax team!
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Atthispoim in the season, Rice

feels' things are going well, lie
added, "Both group arc focused
ami working hard. If we get some
ssnra da in do thinfft we need to
Anthon y Wheeler d,wewtflrx! competitive at the
Joo Jones
"
conference champkmships.'
,JamieFalquet'98,andDonanl

In the nmningtvejs winswere
picked up by Damioa DollardVin
thell0rneterrinrdlc$16.6Xand
by the4x 1 00 roeter relay team of
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Lacrosse's Winning Ways End with Big Red
Lady Scots' four game winning streak snapped by Denison
JOE ALLEN
The women's lacrosse team was
rolling right along on a 4 game winning streak until it hit a Big Red wall
on Wednesday. The Lady Scots
decimated Buffalo State 18--4 on
Saturday, and then they came back
the next afternoon and beat AlleghThis set the stage for a
eny 1
showdown against conference powerhouse Denison for control of
in the NCAC Unfortunately.
Denison overcame the Lady Scots
16--8 and retained first place.
Saturday's game against Buffalo
State was as lopsided as an IM soft-baThe Lady Scots dominated
both offensively and defensively
which resulted in the 18-- 4 victory.
Wooster registered the first 4 goals
in the game within the first 5:30
until Buffalo opened its scoring at
22:32. Wooster scored six more
times in the half wim Buffalo State
only getting one additional goal
This allowed me Lady Scots tocruise
1--

5.

first-pla-

ce

ll.

into the half with a 10-- 2 lead.
Wooster began the second half
where it had left off with their first
score coming at 22:53. This scoring
continued ananswered antO 9:12
when BqtfiVtStatfttnifdttrir third
goal. The Lady Scots scored three
addokxalgDdjwnikBuffafcradded
one more to make the slaughter complete at 18--4.
The key to this game was the
balanced offensive attack in which
9 different women scored far the
Lady Scots. Kate Messer 99 had a
career day scoring 6 goals and contributing on 6 others to increase to
her team leading totals. Erin Park
96 also had phenomenal offensive
output with 3 goals and four assists.
The Wooster defense limited Buffalo to 10 shots, but wasn't really
tested since the offense controlled

goals by Woodard '99 and Katie
Doyle '96. Kate Risley '97 added
Wooster's final goal of the half while
Allegheny finished out the first half
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scoring with their second goal. Thus,

Wooster entered the half with a 2
lead. The Lady Scots opened the
second half with a flurry by scoring
a goal at 29 seconds and another one
six seconds later! For the rest of the
6--

half, the two teams alternated scoring. When it was all said and done,
the Lady Scots emerged with a 1
victory, their fourth straight.
The offensive attack was balanced
once again in this match. Seven
different players scored goals with
1- -5

Messer. Woodard, Harrison, and
Doyle all contributing two goals a
piece. Again, the Wooster defense
kept their opponent's shot totals and

i
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goal scoring opportune ities tow which

were definitely a key to victory.
With these two impressive victo- ptoio by KARRIB
am LADY SCOTS, pag 10
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The Lady Scots

Scots' Sticks Crush Yeomen
Scots lacrosse team rebounds from Denison loss to beat Oberlin
ALEX PATTERSON

lost Saturday the Fighting Scots

m

1

After a night's rest, the women
came out and faced off against con-

men's lacrosse team faced off
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3-- 0.
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Chris Lee
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against fourth ranked Denison Big
Red. From the first minutes of the
game, the Scots struggled to keep
the pace that their opponents set as
Denison scored within the first 40
seconds of play. In the last minutes of the first quarter, the Scots
were able to put a point on the.
board when attackman Mark Baker
'96 took the initiative and put away
a shot unassisted. In the second
quarter, Dick Field '96, with an assist from Jeff B umiller 98, beat the
Denison goalie, scoring the first of
his tiiree goals. By the end of the
half the Big Red were up 8 to 2 over
the Scots. The strength of. the team
came from senior goalie Brendan
Oswald who stopped 1 2 shots in the
first half and 12 in the second half.
In the third quarter, midfielder Mike
Rohan 98 put in his first goal of the
game with an assist from Ronnie
Jordan 97 bringing the Scots up to
3. Then in the first 9 seconds of the
fourth quarter, Chris Lee '98 was

Spouts:
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fights for the baS. Docs aayoae aadentaad tali (aaae?

the ball effectively.

ference rival Allegheny. Sarah
Harrison started the scoring about
into the game off an assist by
Messer. Robin Wocxfcrd '99 added
the second Wooster goal five minutes later and Robinson scored her
second of the game at 13:29 to put
Allegheny
the Lady Scots up
finally got on the board at 1 1 :27, but
Wooster answered with two quick

.,
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able to connect with Fields on a
transition, giving him his second
goal, bringing the Scots np to 4
against the Big Red's 13 goals.
Then, Rohan stepped op and blazed
a shot past the Denison goalie giving him his second goal unassisted.
The final goal came from Field
who received a pass from Lee.
The final score of the game was 16
to 6. The pace of the game was
controlled by Denison who proved
to be the superior team. Throughout the game the Scots made a
tremendous effort to play up to
Denison's level but were unable
to reach it.
This past Wednesday the Scots
hosted Oberlin College. The last
time they played Oberlin, Wooster
walked away with a victory of 13 to
3. This game resulted in another
Scot win of 20 to 8. The tempo of
play for Wooster was definitely up
after the last game against Denison.
The Scots came out with war cries
and fire in their eyes. The attack and
midfield showed superior ball
con-plea- se

see LACROSSE, page
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